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The PIIRS Research Community on Global Systemic Risk will pursue a multidisciplinary inquiry focusing
on the robustness and fragility of global human-made organizational systems—energy exploration and production, electricity transmission, food and water supplies, and the financial system, among others—to better
understand the nature of risk, the structure of increasingly fragile systems, and the ability to anticipate and
prevent catastrophic consequences.

INFRASTRUCTURE
RESILIENCE MATTERS:
I N F R A STRU CTU RE SYSTEMS AND RISK
I N THE U N I TED KINGDOM
John Beckford

Visiting Professor in the Dept. of Civil, Environmental, and
Geomatic Engineering at University College London,
Visiting Professor in the Centre for Information Management
at Loughborough University,
Partner at Beckford Consulting
Beginning with an overview of the opportunities and challenges for infrastructure in the U.K., Professor
John Beckford explores how infrastructure has been articulated and explored as a “system of systems.”
He shows how growing interdependency within systems of infrastructure improves local efficiency in the
short run, yet can damage systemic effectiveness and resilience, increase risk, and lead to potential
“single points of failure” in the long term. Within the field of infrastructure, Beckford explores how such
factors as regulatory and funding models, business models, globalization of supply chains, changes in
skill sets, and increasing reliance on remote internet-enabled management each affect the resilience of
infrastructure and the consequent risks facing society as a whole. Articulating a systemic perspective on
the meaning of “performance,” Beckford illustrates his lecture with examples from transportation,
energy, telecommunications, education, and healthcare.
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To visit the PIIRS research community on
Global Systemic Risk on the Web, go to
www.risk.princeton.edu
or scan the QR code.

